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(57) ABSTRACT 
The present invention provides a method for inputting a 
Wager transaction based on the simulation of a hand-marked 
Wager selection using a pen or pencil. The method uses 
electronic means via a softWare program, visual display, and 
a point-of-sale computer device. Apreprinted Wager slip is 
realistically reproduced on a computer display through the 
use of colors, character fonts, and graphical layout. The 
process of marking the marksense slip With a pen is replaced 
With an electronic process Where selections are made via a 
computer input point device, such as a touch screen, a 
keyboard, or a mouse for example. The softWare program 
does not alloW the user to make invalid selections and 
provides real-time feedback to the user about the completion 
of the selection process. A system implementing the above 
mentioned method is also provided. 
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INTUITIVE SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR 
ENTERING A WAGER TRANSACTION 

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates generally to a system and 
method of computer data entry and, more particularly, to an 
interactive Wagering transaction process for lottery games, 
totaliZator races, and sports betting, Which permits the user 
to revieW and correct gaming selections in real-time as the 
Wager is registered. 

[0002] Traditionally, Wager transactions are entered into 
the point-of-sale computer terminal in one of tWo Ways. The 
?rst method is via a hand-marked marksense slip, betting 
ticket, or marksense bet. The user makes their selections by 
putting pencil or pen marks in the appropriate boXed areas, 
or ?elds, on a preprinted paper marksense slip. The mark 
sense slip is then fed into a reader mechanism attached to the 
point-of-sale terminal. The reader mechanism optically 
reads the marks from the marksense slip paper and translates 
the mark information into digital information for further 
processing. If the marksense slip is incorrectly marked, the 
user’s bet is either voided, or a bet is made that doesn’t 
express the user’s intent. These complications make for 
unhappy customers and inef?cient data entry procedures. 

[0003] The second method of input is to alloW the user to 
input selections into the computer systems via a keyboard or 
computer touch device. These systems typically display user 
prompts for ?eld input, check boXes for user selection, and 
other similar computer graphical user interface (GUI) imple 
mentations of the input process. This method resembles 
typical computer data entry methods using GUI softWare 
applications. These direct entry methods are intended to 
more precisely enter data into the computer. 

[0004] Each of these input processes uses a completely 
different algorithm and methodology for entry of the data. It 
is dif?cult for the user to relate to processes for marking the 
marksense bet slip via the keyboard or computer input 
device. While the end result is to enter the same required 
data into the computer system, the tWo methodologies have 
a very different look-and-feel from the user’s point of vieW. 
While the direct (keyboard) entry may result in feWer 
mistakes than hand-marking, the process is not necessary 
quick, as the process of marking a ticket by keyboard or 
touch screen is far different from hand-marking. That is, 
direct data entry is not intuitive. The unintuitive feel of the 
keyboard entry process may still result in unintended selec 
tions for some. Further, keyboard or conventional touch 
screen entry of betting may take aWay from the thrill of 
studying a marksense slip, and marking it by hand. 

[0005] It Would be advantageous if a method could be 
devised to input Wager transaction data into the computer 
system via the computer input touch device in a manner that 
emulates the look-and-feel of a hand-marked marksense slip 
marking. 

[0006] It Would be advantageous if the hand-marked and 
GUI interface systems inputting Wager transactions had the 
same look-and-feel to the user. It Would also be advanta 
geous if the tWo data input methods utiliZed the same 
validation algorithm, and same graphical design. 
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[0007] It Would be advantageous if Wager transactions 
could be entered quicker, and With feWer mistakes, Without 
deviating from the traditional methods of marking a betting 
slip. 
[0008] Accordingly, a method of entering a Wager trans 
action is provided comprising the steps of: 

[0009] a) creating a ?rst image representing an 
unmarked Wager marksense slip or betting ticket; 
and 

[0010] b) modifying the ?rst image to create a second 
image representing a marked Wager marksense slip. 
The Wager is presented to the bettor as an unmarked 
ticket, or marksense on a video screen or the like. As 
the user enters their data into a computer, the com 
puter enters the updates to the video screen to create 
a “marked” marksense slip. 

[0011] FolloWing Step b): 
[0012] c) in response to the second image of the 

completed marksense slip, registering the Wager 
transaction in a computeriZed Wagering system; 

[0013] d) providing a validation signal from the com 
puteriZed Wagering system that the Wager transaction 
is successfully registered; and 

[0014] e) creating a hardcopy of the second bitmap 
image, Whereby a user is given a marked marksense 
slip Which matches their transacted Wager, and simu 
lates a hand-marked marksense slip. 

[0015] The method also provides a correction function. 
Typically, the electronic images includes a ?rst number of 
total ?elds, With a second number of selectable ?eld subsets. 
Any one of these selectable ?eld subsets expresses a cor 
rectly formatted Wager. For eXample, the bettor may be 
required to select a total of 6 out of 49 numbers. Then, 
folloWing Step b), the method includes: 

[0016] b1) checking the selectable ?eld subset to 
determine if the Wager is incorrectly formatted; and 

[0017] b2) providing an indicator that the Wager is 
incorrect. Through these steps a user is Warned of an 
error in marking their electronic marksense slip. 

[0018] To simulate the hand-marking of a betting slip, the 
process is iterative. That is, Steps a) through b2) are repeated 
a plurality of times. The user is able to see and check entries 
as they are entered. In this manner, the user is given 
feedback of proper and improper choices until the electronic 
marksense is completed. 

[0019] The method is applicable to betting slips that 
include a number of panels, Where each of Which represents 
a distinct game or Wager. FolloWing Step b), the method 
includes: 

[0020] b3) providing an indicator of Which panels 
include incorrect Wagers, Whereby the user is Warned 
Which panels need correction; and 

[0021] b4) providing an indicator of Which panels 
have been modi?ed in Step b) and Which panels 
remain unmodi?ed, as in Step a), Whereby the user is 
Warned of marked and unmarked panels on the 
electronic marksense slip. Thus, the bettor is Warned 
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Which panels are blank, Which are correctly format 
ted, and Which are incorrectly formatted. 

[0022] The method is also adaptable to systems Where 
bettors typically enter hand-mark tickets to provide an error 
checking function. The method includes: 

[0023] a) optically reading the marked marksense 
slip, Whereby the marking of the marksense slip is 
checked for errors. 

[0024] b) determining if the Wager transaction 
includes invalid ?eld selections; 

[0025] c) generating indicators to denote invalid ?eld 
selections; and 

[0026] d) in response to the indicators in Step c), 
modifying the Wager transaction until the invalid 
?eld indicators are eliminated, Whereby the Wager is 
registered Without errors. 

[0027] Also provided is a system for entering a Wager 
transaction. The system comprises a user interface having an 
input to receive commands from a user, such as a keyboard, 
light-pen, mouse, or computer touch screen. The user inter 
face translates user commands into electronic signals. Also 
included is an indicator, such as a video or liquid crystal 
display (LCD) screen, or light emitting diode (LED) display 
to represent a Wager transaction. The display receives sig 
nals modifying the visual representation. The system further 
includes a remote computer connected to the display and the 
user interface. The remote computer modi?es signals to the 
display in response to user commands, so that the user 
modi?es a Wager transaction electronically in response to 
visual cues. 

[0028] The system includes a central computer to track 
and coordinate Wager transactions. The central computer is 
connected to each remote computer to register a Wager 
transactions and to acknoWledge the registration of the 
Wager transaction. 

[0029] In some aspects of the invention, a bettor inputs a 
hand-marked, or hardcopy marksense slip into the system. 
Then, the system further includes an optical reader to scan 
the hardcopy marksense slip, and to provide signals repre 
senting the scanned marksense slip to the remote computer. 
The remote computer includes an error checking function. 
The scanned marksense slip is displayed, With the display 
indicating the presence of errors. Aprinter, connected to the 
remote computer, provides the bettor With a hardcopy of the 
completed Wager transaction. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0030] FIG. 1 illustrates the present invention system of 
entering a Wager transaction. 

[0031] FIG. 2 illustrates an eXample of a typical mark 
sense slip (prior art). 

[0032] FIG. 3 is a simpli?ed ?oWchart illustrating the 
present invention method for entering a Wager transaction. 

[0033] FIG. 4 is a simpli?ed ?oWchart of the present 
invention method for a user to enter a Wager transaction. 

[0034] FIG. 5 is a ?oWchart illustrating the present inven 
tion method for correcting a Wager transaction. 
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[0035] FIG. 6 is a depiction of the ?oWcharts of FIGS. 3-5 
illustrating the use of a touch screen computer to implement 
the invention method. 

[0036] FIG. 7 is a detailed depiction of the summary panel 
check function, Step 412 of FIG. 6. 

[0037] FIG. 8 is a detailed depiction of “Clear” button 
(Step 502) in the touch screen invention method of FIG. 7. 

[0038] FIG. 9 is a detailed depiction of the “Send” button, 
Step 506 of FIG. 7. 

[0039] FIG. 10 is a detailed depiction of the “Update 
Screen” function, Step 418 of FIG. 6. 

[0040] FIGS. 11 through 13 illustrate an eXample of a 
lottery Wager implementation of the present invention for a 
touch input data entry. 

[0041] FIGS. 14 and 15 depict an eXample of a lottery 
Wager implementation of the present invention for the 
correction of an incorrectly marked marksense slip. 

[0042] FIGS. 16 through 18 depict an eXample of a tote 
Wager implementation of the present invention for touch 
input data entry. 

[0043] FIGS. 19 and 20 depict an eXample of a tote Wager 
implementation of the present invention for correction to an 
incorrectly marked marksense slip. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0044] FIG. 1 illustrates the present invention system of 
entering a Wager transaction. System 10 comprises a user 
interface 12 having an input 14 to receive commands from 
a user 16. The user commands are represented by the arroW 
labeled With reference designator 18. User interface 12 
translates user commands 18 into electronic signals. 

[0045] Indicator 22 visually represents a Wager transac 
tion, and has an input to receive signals modifying the visual 
representation. The input is represented by the arroW labeled 
as reference designator 24. Typically, indicator 22 is a 
cathode ray tube (CRT), LCD screen, or the like. In some 
aspects of the invention, indicator 22 is an LED display, or 
even a ?Xed image of a marksense slip With the active ?elds 
represented by LEDs. The interface from indicator 22 to user 
16 is represented by an arroW labeled 23. Interface 23 is the 
observation of indicator 22 by user 16. 

[0046] Indicator 22 and user interface 12 need not be 
co-located. For eXample, the user may input commands on 
a keyboard and revieW of consequences of keystrokes on the 
electronic display. HoWever, in one aspect of the invention, 
user interface 12 and indicator 22 are co-located to better 
give the user the sensation of “marking” a slip. For eXample, 
a touch screen and light-pen are tWo methods of co-locating 
the tWo functions. Indicator 22 may include “Exit”, “Clear”, 
and “Send” buttons, as Well as an area for at least one 
“Summary Panel”, and ?nally, an area With selectable boXes 
or ?elds for a particular game. 

[0047] A remote, or point-of-sale computer 26 has a ?rst 
output operatively connected to the input of indicator 22. 
The output connection is represented by an arroW labeled 
With reference designator 28. A ?rst input is operatively 
connected to the output of user interface 12 on line 24 to 
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receive communicated electronic signals. As is understood 
by those skilled in the art, signal lines 24 and 28 are often 
common data and address buses, multiplexed at different 
times. Remote computer 26 modi?es the signal to indicator 
22 in response to user commands 18. In this manner, a user 
modi?es a Wager transaction electronically in response to 
visual cues 23. 

[0048] Remote computer 26 typically includes processors 
and memory (not shoWn) to accomplish its tasks. Computer 
memory includes transactional data such as the Wager type, 
number/runner selection, and bet amount. In one aspect of 
the invention, the displayed image is created through the use 
of a bitmap image ?le. This ?le is created by optically 
scanning an image of the marksense slip into a computer 
system via a computer paper-scanning device. Alternately, 
computer graphics artWork is created Which is an exact 
replica of the image of the marksense slip. The bitmap image 
is stored in memory, such as on a computer disk, as a bitmap 
image ?le utiliZing any of the currently available computer 
bitmap image ?le formats. 

[0049] Typically, Wagering transactions are enacted With a 
ticket, or marksense slip. There are perhaps as many types 
of marksense slips as there are betting games. HoWever, all 
these slips share a common feature of ?elds Which are 
selected to represent the gambler’s choice. For convenience, 
the present invention describes common marksense slips, 
With speci?c examples. HoWever, the system and the method 
of the present invention are intended to cover any Wagering 
transaction that can be enacted With a marksense slip, or the 
equivalent. 
[0050] Whatever its form, it is understood that the Wager 
transaction is formatted With a marksense slip. The ?rst 
output of remote computer 26 generates signals on line 24 to 
create a bitmap, or electronic image ?le representation of a 
marksense slip. Indicator 22 accepts signals from remote 
computer 26 to display a bitmap image representation of a 
marksense slip. User interface 12 outputs commands on line 
24 to modify the bitmap image ?le in response to user 
commands 18, Whereby the user responds to the display of 
a marksense slip to modify the bitmap image. 

[0051] Remote computer 26 has a second output to signal 
the registration, placing, or making of the Wager transaction 
on line 30, and a second input to accept a signal signifying 
that the Wager transaction has been registered on line 32. 
System 10 further comprises a central computer 34 having 
at least one input operatively connected to the second output 
of remote computer 26 on line 30, and at least one output 
operatively connected to the second input of remote com 
puter 26 on line 34. Central computer 34 registers a Wager 
transaction and acknoWledges the registration of the Wager 
transaction. As can be appreciated by those skilled in the art, 
lines 30 and 32 can be a common bus. It can also be 
appreciated that all, or some of the functions of remote 
computer 26 can be incorporated into, and ful?lled by 
central computer 34. 

[0052] FIG. 2 illustrates an example of a typical mark 
sense slip (prior art). Marksense slip 50 includes a ?rst 
plurality of ?elds, represented by numbers 1 through 49. In 
one game a correctly formatted, or “?lled-in” Wager trans 
action includes entering a second plurality of selected ?eld 
subsets, for example, 5 of the 49 ?elds. Returning to FIG. 
1, remote commuter 26 includes a function, or routine to 
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check if the selected ?eld subsets are correct. Remote unit 26 
outputs signals on line 24 to indicator 22 to represent errors 
in the selection of ?elds. Speci?c examples of this process 
are presented beloW. Remote unit 26 continually updates the 
bitmap image ?le in response to user commands 18 to 
reselect ?elds until the Wager transaction is judged as a 
correctly formatted Wager transaction. Remote unit 26 With 
holds the registration of a Wager transaction until the Wager 
transaction is judged a correctly formatted Wage transaction. 

[0053] In some aspects of the invention Where the correc 
tion feature is highlighted, user 16 provides a hardcopy 
marksense slip 52. That is, the user presents a hand-marked 
slip. The marksense slip 52 includes a number of markable 
box areas Where the user can make transaction selections by 
using a pen/pencil to make marks in the appropriate mark 
boxes. The form and layout of the marksense slip is depen 
dent upon the type of associated Wager transaction. Then, 
system 10 further comprises an optical reader 54 having a 
?rst input, represented by the arroW labeled With reference 
designator 56 to scan hardcopy marksense slip 52. Optical 
reader 52 has an output, represented by the arroW labeled 
With reference designator 58, to provide electrical signals 
representing the scanned marksense slip. Remote computer 
26 has a third input operatively connected to the output of 
optical reader 54 on line 58. Remote computer 26 generates 
a bitmap image ?le representation of the scanned marksense 
slip and checks the bitmap to determine if the selected ?eld 
subsets are correctly formatted, Whereby a marksense slip is 
scanned for errors, and corrected, before a Wager is regis 
tered. 

[0054] Remote computer 26 has a third output to provide 
printing commands on line 60, in some aspects of the 
invention. Then, system 10 further comprises a printer 62 
having an input operatively connected to the third output of 
remote computer 26 on line 60. Printer 62 provides the user 
a hardcopy 64 of the Wager transaction. 

[0055] In one preferred embodiment of the invention, a 
touch screen user interface 12 is a key component of the 
point-of-sale Wager transaction system 10. The type of the 
video display and the touch screen technology varies based 
on the exact hardWare con?guration of the point-of-sale 
computer system 10. Video display device 22 is capable of 
displaying textual information as Well as graphical and 
bitmap information under softWare control. The touch 
screen device acts as a computer touch device. That is, 
functions performed by remote computer 26 and user inter 
face 12 are combinable in some aspects of the invention. The 
user provides input 18 to remote computer 26 by actually 
touching the touch screen device. The softWare driver asso 
ciated With the touch screen device provides the high-level 
softWare With information about the location and action of 
the user touch activity. There is a direct correlation betWeen 
the point information provided as a result of a user touch 
activity on the touch screen device, and the display resolu 
tion and pixel location of the video display device. This 
relationship is such that the softWare can determine the 
information Which Was located on the video display device 
under the point of the touch screen “touched” by the user. 

[0056] FIG. 3 is a simpli?ed ?oWchart illustrating the 
present invention method for entering a Wager transaction. 
Step 100 provides a Wager, or gambling game. Step 102 
creates a ?rst electronic image representing an unmarked 
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Wager marksense slip. Step 104, in response to the ?rst 
electronic image, modi?es the ?rst electronic image to create 
a second electronic image representing a marked Wager 
marksense slip. Step 106 is a product, Where a user repre 
sents a Wager in an electronic format. 

[0057] In some aspects of the invention, Step 100 provides 
that Wager transactions are recorded in a computerized 
system of Wager recordation, and further steps folloW Step 
104. Step 105a, in response to the second electronic image 
of the marked marksense slip, registers a Wager transaction 
in the computeriZed Wagering system. Step 105b provides a 
validation signal from the computeriZed Wagering system 
that the Wager transaction is successfully registered. Step 
105c creates a hardcopy of the second electronic image, 
Whereby a user is given a marked marksense slip Which 
matches their transacted Wager. That is, the user receives a 
ticket With their selections printed, or otherWise transcribed 
on the ticket. 

[0058] As explained above in the description of FIG. 2, 
the electronic images include a ?rst plurality of ?elds, With 
a second plurality of selectable ?eld subsets eXpressing a 
correctly formatted Wager. An incorrectly formatted Wager 
can have too feW or too many markable boXes (selectable 
?elds) chosen. Then, Step 102 includes providing the ?rst 
plurality of ?elds, and Step 104 includes selecting a ?eld 
subset. Then, further steps folloWs Step 104. Step 104a 
checks the selectable ?eld subset to determine if the Wager 
is incorrectly formatted, and Step 104b provides an indicator 
that the Wager is incorrectly formatted, Whereby a user is 
Warned of an error in marking their electronic marksense 
slip. LikeWise, the user is provided With an indication that 
the Wager is correctly formatted. Step 104c returns to Step 
102, Whereby Steps 102 through 104b are repeated a plu 
rality of times, giving a user feedback of proper and 
improper choices until the electronic marksense is com 
pleted. 
[0059] In some aspects of the invention, Step 102 includes 
the ?rst electronic image including a plurality of panels, With 
each panel representing an unmarked Wager on a marksense 
slip. That is, each panel represents a distinct game, or a 
distinct game combination. Then, Step 104 includes the 
modi?cation to the plurality of panels in the ?rst electronic 
image to create a plurality of panels in the second electronic 
image, Whereby a plurality of Wagers are transacted With a 
single electronic marksense slip. Step 104d provides an 
indicator of Which panels include incorrect Wagers, Whereby 
the user is Warned Which panels need correction. Step 1046 
provides an indicator of Which panels have been modi?ed in 
Step 104, and Which panels remain unmodi?ed, as in Step 
102. In this manner, the user is Warned of marked and 
unmarked panels on the electronic marksense slip. That is, 
users are Warned of Which games are being played and 
Which games are being omitted. 

[0060] In some aspects of the invention, a number selector 
is provided in Step 100, typically a random or pseudo 
random generator. Then, Step 104 includes incompletely 
modifying the ?rst electronic image. A further step folloWs 
Step 104. Step 104f (not shoWn) uses the number selector to 
complete the modi?cation of the ?rst electronic image into 
the second electronic image, Whereby the Wager selections 
are completed for the user. 

[0061] FIG. 4 is a simpli?ed ?oWchart of the present 
invention method for a user to enter a Wager transaction. 
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Step 200 provides an electronic system of Wager transac 
tions. Step 202 presents a visual display representing an 
unmarked marksense slip that is responsive to commands 
from the electronic system. Step 204 establishes communi 
cations to the electronic system from the user, such as a 
keyboard, mouse, or touch screen. Step 206, in response to 
the visual display in Step 202, communicates With the 
electronic system, and modi?es the visual display to repre 
sent a marked marksense slip. Step 208 is a product, Where 
a user communicates their Wager through the modi?cation of 
the electronic visual display. 

[0062] FIG. 5 is a ?oWchart illustrating the present inven 
tion method for check the format of a Wager transaction. 
Step 300 provides a plurality of selectable ?eld subsets or 
markable boxes. Step 302 determines if the Wager transac 
tion includes invalid ?eld selections. Step 304 generates 
indicators to denote invalid ?eld selections. Step 306, in 
response to the indicators in Step 304, modi?es the Wager 
transaction until the invalid ?eld indicators are eliminated. 
Step 308 is a product, Where the Wager are registered 
Without errors. 

[0063] In some aspects of the invention, Step 300 provides 
a marked (“handmarked”) marksense slip. Then, another 
step precedes Step 302. Step 300a optically reads the 
marked marksense slip, Whereby the marking of the mark 
sense slip is checked for errors. Alternately, the user begins 
Step 300 With an unmarked marksense slip. Then, other 
steps precede Step 302. Step 300b (not shoWn) generates a 
bitmap image representing an unmarked marksense slip. 
Step 300c (not shoWn) modi?es the bitmap image to create 
a Wager transaction, Whereby the marksense slip is generated 
electronically, and then corrected. 

[0064] Typically, Step 304 includes generating a bitmap 
image ?le of the Wager transaction, and Step 306 includes 
modifying the bitmap image ?le, Whereby the marksense 
slip is re-marked electronically. In some aspects of the 
invention, Step 300 provides a system to accept Wager 
transactions. Then, further steps folloW Step 306. Step 306a 
(not shoWn) records the corrected Wager transaction the 
system, Step 306b (not shoWn) generates a hardcopy of the 
corrected Wager transaction. 

[0065] FIG. 6 is a depiction of the ?oWcharts of FIGS. 3-5 
illustrating the use of a touch screen computer to implement 
the invention method. This ?gure depicts the softWare 
program algorithm that implements the touch mark Wager 
input methodology. FIG. 6 depicts the main input loop 
Which checks for user touch points Within a markable boX 
area of the marksense slip bitmap image on the screen. A 
user touch point Within a markable boX area results in a neW 

mark being made, a previous mark being removed, or an 
indication that the selection is not valid. 

[0066] High-level computer softWare is attached to the 
video display device With touch screen via softWare drivers 
provided for the hardWare components. The computer soft 
Ware interprets the touch activity in order to gather infor 
mation from the user. Step 400 begins With a menu selection. 
The computer softWare displays the bitmap image ?le from 
the marksense slip onto the video display device (Step 402). 
The bitmap image ?le is translated onto the video display 
screen so that the siZe and location of the virtual markable 
boX areas is easily “touchable” by the user. This means that 
the siZe of the bitmap image ?le display area are large 












